Abstract. This paper reports on the model sensitivity analysis of a commercial computational fluid dynamics program, ANSYS FLUENT v14. The purpose of the analysis was to determine the appropriate modeling settings for numerical model of the case study. A full scale of a simplified urban street canyon was modelled and the turbulent flow was calculated using Large Eddy Simulation (LES) techniques. The model sensitivity tests involved are mesh sensitivity, statistically steady state and sampling. Adequate numbers of cells, period time to achieve statistically steady state (SST) and sampling time to simulate wind flow and pollutant dispersion in street canyon were determined through systematic tests.
Introduction
Deterioration of air quality in cities is one of most serious environmental problems. Low wind ventilation as a result of obstruction from high rise buildings coupled with high volume of vehicle emitted pollutants pose hazard to nearby resident due to the high accumulation of pollutant. The level of pollutant concentration depends on several factors for examples, atmospheric condition, street layout, small obstruction and etc. [1] . Therefore, it is at upmost important to analyzed the sensitivity of these factors as it could help us to better understand the mechanism of pollutant dispersion , the level of pollutant concentration and its implications towards human health.
Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) is one of the methods that can be used to study the nature of turbulent flow especially in the aspect of wind engineering besides the experiment at full scale of reduced scale (wind tunnel experiment). Two-equation turbulence models were widely adopted in wind engineering researches due to its fast convergence and the ability to provide reasonable accuracy [2, 3] . However, the performance of most Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) based turbulence models is not accurate compared to real experiments [4, 5] . Large Eddy Simulation (LES) is a promising way for the simulation of wind flow fields and pollutant dispersion [6] , though it is still restricted by the capability of today's computers.
Therefore, it is necessary to understand the influence of computational modeling parameters such as boundary conditions, discretization methods and simulation techniques to be able to make reliable predictions at a minimum of computational costs. A series of model sensitivity test can be performed to ensure that the final data obtained does not affected by numerical or discretization errors. Past research on the wind flow structure and pollutant dispersion in a full scale urban street canyon using LES (e.g. [7, 8] ) did mentioned that the model sensitivity tests have been conducted but did not show the details of the study. Since there are no comprehensive full scale experiment ever conducted, validation could not be made. Hence, the reliability of numerical simulation depends on model sensitivity test that are needed to be check to ensure reliability of the results.
The aim of this study was to check model sensitivity and in particular, the mesh sensitivity, statistically steady state and sampling data of turbulent flow in a full scale street canyon. The intention was to study the deviation of individual model sensitivity and to determine the reliability of the results. By understanding the deviations, it is hoped that the model setup could be used as a general guidelines to simulate a similar case.
Methodology
In the present study, incompressible and 3D unsteady flow of the dynamic Smagorinsky-Lilly SGS model of LES techniques is adopted to model and solve the turbulence flow using a finite volume method of ANSYS FLUENT v14 where the governing equations are available in the user guide manual [9] . The discretization scheme used were the bounded central difference for momentum, second order upwind for species and energy transport equations and PRESTO for pressure interpolation while SIMPLEC algorithm for pressure-velocity coupling. The convergence was monitored at 1.0×10 -3 . The mean pollutant concentrations obtained were normalized according to c+ = CU H H/(Q/l), where C is the measured concentration, U H is the flow velocity at model height in the undisturbed approach flow and Q/l is the tracer gas source strength per unit length. The numerical domain of street canyon model have aspect ratio of 1 (height to width ratio) with dimensions of 20 (H) × 20 (W) x 40 (L) m. The computational domain and boundary conditions used for current study is shown in Fig.1 . The domain was discretized using hexahedral elements and the mesh resolutions used are listed in Table. 1. A boundary layer flow with power law profile of α = 0.3 and streamwise velocity of 2 m/s at 22 m height (2 m above the roof of upwind building) were imposed at the inlet and was normal to the axis of the cavity representing a neutral atmospheric boundary layer over built up areas. Two pollutant source lines were aligned on the ground parallel to the street canyon axis representing a continuous two-way traffic and carbon monoxide (CO) is selected as the pollutant species where it is amongst the poisonous chemicals emitted by road The time resolution used in the current study is based on the requirement of Courant-FriedrichsLevy (CFL) number of CFL = U∆t/∆x < 1 where U is around 2 m/s and ∆x is the smallest element size. Hence, ∆t = 0.05 s is used which suffices for the CFL requirements. The simulation was run for 30 min of simulation time without pollutant source in order to establish the turbulent wind fields throughout the domain and all statistics are averaged at least for 15 min. After 30 min, a constant pollutant source was injected into the domain and was run for another 30 min and all statistics are averaged at least for 15 min. The simulation was run in a high performance computing facility in Universiti Teknologi Malaysia, utilizing a total of 16 number of CPUs (2 nodes with 8 CPUs each) and it took approximately about 970 CPU hours or 40 days to complete a 90 min simulation time for a domain discretized with 1.8M cells.
Results and Discussions
A series of model sensitivity tests were conducted to determine an appropriate spatial resolution, the required period as to achieve a statistically steady state and an appropriate sampling period. These factors contribute to the quality of the resultant simulation. The tests were analyzed based on the data of wind flow field and pollutant dispersion obtained. For mesh independent study, the data of streamwise velocity at 4 locations were taken along the vertical middle of the street which are 4 m (1), 8 m (2), 12 m (3) and 16 m (4) from the ground. Fig. 2 shows that the streamwise velocity has very little changes with respect to the increase of spatial resolutions (Mesh 3 and Mesh 4). Further calculation of deviation between Mesh 3 and Mesh 4 shows that the difference is lower than 0.05 m/s as show in Table 2 . The quality characteristics used to assessed the statistically steady state of wind flow field was based on the work of Beare et al., 2006 [10] where the difference of smaller than 0.1 m/s for wind speed averaged at different period of time may have indicated that the simulation has achieved statistically steady state. In order to determine the statistically steady state of the current study, 2 sets of different period of time at which the averaged value of 15 min simulation were chosen where the calculation of u rms for the first set (Set 1) is between 31.5-46.5 min and 60-75 min of simulation Table. 3 that at Set 2, the u rms is lower than the value suggested by Beare et al., 2006 [10] . Therefore, at 60 min of simulation time, the wind flow inside the street canyon has achieved a reasonable statistically steady state. Sampling period was also taken into consideration to ensure that the time of data sampling is long enough to yield an appropriate average value of velocity. A u rms of 0.014 m/s was obtained between the average period of 15 min and 20 min which shows that the average period of 15 min is long enough to yields appropriate value of mean velocity. For the quality assesment of pollutant dispersion simulation, only the SST and sampling time were considered. It is known, that the recirculating eddy that forms within the cavity is an unsteady process characterised by high intermittency. The unstable process results in a flapping motion of the shear layer generated by the interaction between the overlying atmopheric flow and the recirculating eddy. This process also reflects the escape mechanism of pollutant from the cavity. As the pollutant injection is continuous, the pollutant concentration is building up within the cavity and is also dispersed throughout the cavity at the same time, driven by the recirculating eddy. During this time, some of the pollutant is washed out from the cavity through the roof level and some pollutant is recirculate back into the cavity in an unsteady manner as described in detailed by Caton et al., 2003 [11] . The process of pollutant builds up and escapes will eventually becomes stable in which the amount of pollutant increment or reduction is so small. Since there are no universal guidelines to determine a statistically steady state for pollutant dispersion, another way to examine the model sensitivity is by integrating the pollutant concentration that retained inside the cavity at different period of time. Table. 4 shows that the pollutant increment is approximately about 7% for the period between 75-90 min and 60-75 min while it is about 125% increment for the period between 60-75 min and 31.5-46.5 min. The low increments of pollutant for the subsequent period of 60-75 min mark could indicate that the pollutant concentration within the canyon has reached steady values. Other, the sampling time of 15 min is enough compared to 20 min where the total pollutant concentration increments within the cavity is approximately about 1.5% only.
Conclusions
A series of model sensitivity tests have been conducted to study the reliability of LES. Adequate numbers of cells, period time to achieve statistically steady state and sampling time to simulate wind flow and pollutant dispersion in street canyon were determined through systematic tests. It is hoped that the model setup could be used as a general guidelines to simulate a similar case.
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